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Case Book 1

Death on the
Rust Planet

by Robin David
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The contents of this document are © Robin David O’Keeffe, 2015. They are not to be
redistributed without permission.

Readers are welcome to use the map of Banks Settlement in order to write their own stories,
but must not redistribute the map without permission.

All images of Mars contained within this document are sourced from NASA and are not subject
to copyright. For more information, see NASA media usage guidelines and creative commons
licence information. NASA has not endorsed this product.

The “Xolonium” font used in titles is public domain.

For more information about my games, check out http://www.robindavid.info

You can also find me on twitter: @robindavid_dice

Many thanks to the playtesters of this version: Frank O’Connor, Stephen Caffrey, Sam and Lucas
Smith, Tiffany Brown, Brian T. Carpenter, Gerard and Rebecca Kerr.

Proofreading by Holly Hunt.

This game is inspired by other similar investigative games, such as Arkham Investigator, Sherlock
Holmes: Consulting Detective and Gumshoe. If you enjoy this game, you should check them out.

http://www.nasa.gov/multimedia/guidelines/index.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/
http://www.robindavid.info
http://www.robindavid.info
 https://twitter.com/robindavid_dice
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Introduction
Your name is Hayley Bendis, a detective employed by Habitat Corporation, which operates mining operations
throughout the asteroid belt and controls a series of small mining settlements on Mars. You formerly worked
as a detective on a huge mining ship known as Habitat 2, but following the ship’s destruction, Habitat
Corporation has been moving you between its various operations. Now a series of suspicious deaths on one of
the Mars mining settlements, known as Banks Settlement, has prompted Habitat Corporation to send you to
investigate. If these are found to be murders, they will be the first such deaths in the entire history of the Mars
colonization program. You will need to discover the identities of the perpetrators and bring them to swift justice.

Martian colonists are typically isolationists, so do not expect a warm welcome or cooperative witnesses. Many
will consider you to be a snoop for Habitat Corporation and the sign of an unwanted corporate presence. Banks
does have its own security force, provided by the security contractor, Noman Security. Noman Security’s main
concerns are for the security of the mining operations, rather than the civilian lives in the settlement itself.

Rules
Read through the opening scene, the two following case files and the news feed (pages 4-7). You can then
consult the colony map and directory, which are contained in separate files. You may go wherever you wish in
the colony. Consult the directory to find location coordinates and proceed to read the entries for those
coordinates in this case book. There is no limit to how many places you choose to visit.

For example, after reading the opening scene and case file, you may decide that you wish to visit the hotel in
Banks Settlement. Referring to the directory, you can see that there is only one hotel in Banks, called the
Clarridon. The directory also provides you with the location co-ordinate B1. You can then look in the locations
section of this book to find the entry marked B1. This entry will describe to you, your character’s visit to the
Clarridon Hotel.

When you think you have solved the case, proceed to the resolution section on page 29. You will be asked to
answer several questions and then will be able to read the solution. It is important that you do not visit the
resolution section until you wish to end the game, as there is no going back once you have read the questions.

If you wish to compare how you did with other players, then keep track of the locations you have visited. Visits
that are unproductive and disruptive may remove points from your score. You will be awarded points for
correctly answering the resolution questions and there may be other events that also modify your score.

If you wish to play with more than one player, it is suggested that you designate one lead investigator. This
person will make the final decision about where you should go next. Each time you visit a new location, the next
player, in a clockwise direction, should become the lead investigator.
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Opening Scene
8th February 2307AD. 09:34. Banks Settlement, Mars

You ride a small bus transport along the north edge of the Banks mohole, looking down into the enormous
bore-hole that drops several kilometres into the crust of Mars. The other passengers, four people in mining
uniforms, appear disinterested in the chasm. Whilst the bus winds around the circumference of the mohole, you
look to the right to the large artificial dome that covers the bulk of Banks Settlement.

Eventually, the bus pulls into the Banks Settlement transit depot—like most of the buildings here, it is
constructed of a grey Martian stone, giving it a mean, industrial look. After collecting your bags, you stroll
through an underground tunnel into the transit hub, which resides within the settlement’s domed environment.
You walk into the station’s arrivals lounge and a tall man approaches you with a stern expression. He is dressed
in civilian clothes.

As he introduces himself, he frowns. “My name is Wil Ng—acting Chief of Security on Banks. I don’t care why
you’re here and I don’t care how big a hot-shot you were on Habitat 2. Here in Banks, you’re not needed and
I’m only here to give the official hello before I unofficially say fuck you. I really don’t have time to babysit you.
We were only informed of your arrival an hour ago—like HabCorp wanted to catch us with our pants down.
Anyway, you have a room in the only hotel here and I’d like to see you back on the outgoing transport
tomorrow—all your presence is going to do is cause tension. So hurry up and get your business finished.”

You inform him that you’re here about a series of murders and won’t leave until you get to the bottom of the
situation.

“And I’m saying this is a Banks issue, not something Habitat Corp needs to worry about. I have enough on my
plate to deal with. A lot of people here are very upset and touchy right now—one death was a local business
woman and another was the vice-president of Noman Security—it'll all blow over, but I don't want the likes of
you rocking the boat. Add to that these pissy scientists forever seeking access to the mohole, making threats
and demands. This is a tough place to work security.”

“I would have thought you’d want to know who killed one of your own number.”

“We can close this case ourselves, Ms Bendis. Like I said, you’re just in the way.”

“Am I correct in saying that you have almost no official surveillance systems in this settlement?”

“Look, we are hardly breaking even right here. Everything is bare-bones. The only surveillance systems are
private ones and the occasional one in high-priority installations—we have them in the ore processors, the
greenhouses, by the power-lines, and in the mohole, of course. We follow the orders from Habitat Corp and
they want secure mining. So security here is not concerned with the affairs of people within the settlement, as
long as it doesn’t affect progress on the mohole—that’s our main metric of success. Without the minerals and
geothermic heat that the mohole produces, this settlement wouldn’t exist at all.”

“I may want access to the mohole, should the cases have ties to the operations there.”
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“Not going to happen. You can't go near the mohole or the refinery. Submit a request to Noman Security and
we’ll get back to you with your official refusal of access in 3 to 6 months. Don't go anywhere near a building in
the E-section of the settlement, with the exception of the greenhouses, which I assume you’ll want to see.” He
sighs and looks at the time on his datapad. “Look—you were given a case briefing, right?”

“There’s not much to it.”

“It’ll have to do for you. Now if you don’t mind, Ms Bendis—” He pretends to tip a hat with mock politeness.
“—I’m going home. This is meant to be my day off.”

You step outside the transit hub and gaze around the interior of Banks Settlement. Above, you see the huge,
clear roof, encapsulating the entire town, protecting it from Mars’ deadly environment. The buildings across the
street are a rough Martian-made concrete. Directly across from you, a main thoroughfare leads to a patch of
parkland, where you can see a large crowd gathered.

Your datapad is not able to connect to any functioning network, nor is it able to get a satellite lock. This
settlement is clearly built for profit and exists only with the bare necessities Luckily, your datapad has a cache
of the day’s news feed, your case files, and a directory of residents and businesses.

Case Files; Submitted by Noman Security Admin5221

Case 1

Death: Probable murder

23/01/2307: Mel Chang-Wilks. Female. 182cm. Medium build. Owner of Wilks' Supply in Banks Settlement.
Body found by brother, Eli Chang-Wilks, in service area beneath Wilks’ Supply. Multiple stab-wounds. Coroner
reports wounds were probably caused by a ceramic blade, 90mm in length. Body taken to the Banks Infirmary.
No further details.

Case 2

Death: Suspicious circumstances

04/02/2307: Morgan Tanna. Male. 186.3cm. Medium build. Vice-President of Noman Security. Body found by
Greenhouse workers, in Northern Greenhouse wing. Greenhouse environment vented—death by vacuum
exposure. Body taken to the Banks Infirmary. No further details.

Attached Video: The video depicts Morgan Tanna walking through the greenhouses during the time-slip
between 4th February 2307 and 5th February 2307. He is walking alone, peering around various planters,
looking for something. After a few moments, rapid decompression tears through the greenhouse, sending loose
objects flying and causing Morgan to fall to his knees. Debris momentarily obscures the camera. Morgan flails
around for a moment, grabs at the counter, fumbles for his belt, and then loses consciousness. Twenty-three
seconds have passed. An additional five minutes of footage shows no change in the scene.
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Banks Settlement News Feed for 8th February 2307

Reports

Weekly Mohole Production Report
Figures represent percent weekly-change in the
overall amount of digging, ore removal, and ore
processing. Figures do not account for value of
minerals recovered.

*Work halted for one day to recover artefacts

Banks Settlement Deaths
Investigation continues into the death of Morgan
Tanna, Vice-President of Noman Security. Mr Tanna
was found in the settlement’s greenhouses, after an
instance of rapid decompression. Security forces are
treating the incident as suspicious. In an official
statement, Security Chief Wil Ng insisted that the
situation is being investigated thoroughly. The
President for Noman Security is based in Burroughs
Settlement and has declined to comment on the
situation until investigations have concluded. Wil Ng
is now the acting lead for Noman Security in Banks
Settlement.

This news, of course, follows hot on the heels of the
suspicious death of Banks resident and business
owner, Mel Chang-Wilks, who was found dead in the
B-Section tunnels.

Tel Engineering Fire
A small fire broke out last night in the Tel Engineering
Labs in Banks. The cause of the fire and the full extent
of the damage has yet to be determined. Reports
came in around 3am of flames visible in the fourth
floor windows at Tel Engineering.

As expected, fire retardation systems extinguished
the fire before it could spread. Tel Engineering could
face a fine of up to M$250 000. Expect more details
over the course of today.

Burroughs Space Elevator Back to Full Speed
After several days of reduced service due to essential
maintenance work, the Burroughs space elevator has
returned to its normal pace and frequency of
departures and arrivals from the Verhoeven Space
Station. Expect heavy traffic for the first few days of
service, as the industrial backlog is high.

Preparation Underway for LeGuin Arts Conference
The first inter-settlement arts event on Mars, the
LeGuin Arts Conference, to be held next month,
promises to be a big one. Visitors to LeGuin in the
meantime should expect to encounter delays as
construction continues on the various stages and
installation spaces needed.

Readers should also be aware that there is an open
call for performers and artists for the upcoming event.

Registration closes on 11th February.
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Announcements

Compulsory Corporate Picnic on the Green Belt East,
today. For all employees at Banks Education and
Leisure.

The funeral for Fo Range will be held tomorrow in
West Park at 2pm. All are welcome to attend. Mr
Range was a Mars original and responsible for the
founding of many of Mars’ moholes and settlements.
He died peacefully in his apartment last week. He will
be missed.

Letters

It’s madness that the palaeontologists, archaeologists
and Martian technologists have still not been granted
access to the latest batch of mohole artefacts. I know
there are many more around the planet and these
artefacts are unlikely to be of interest, but it wouldn’t
hurt the miners to just cart a load out and let the
archaeologists collect them. We are, after all, founded
on the principal of scientific exploration. Stome Ang,
Palaeontology Centre

I worry just how much is being discovered in the Banks
mohole, but not being disclosed to the public or the
various science centres. Instead, Habitat Corp is just
chewing through the artefacts with their drills to get
to the minerals and geothermic vents. For all we
know, they have found perfect fossils of our Martian
forbearers. Eli Fox

The large amount of litter in Central Plaza is getting
crazy, people should not just be using the area as a
garbage can. Can I entreat the local government to
take better care of the plaza, and for local citizens to
take their garbage home with them? Neq Hern

Advertisements

Elevate Computer Security is your number-one stop
for computer security solutions. Visit us today to see
how we can improve your home and business
security. Located south of Green Belt E.

Datapad on the fritz? Get yourself down to midTech
Personal Communications for datapads and comms.

Tray Augmentation is offering a sale this week on
night-vision lenses and neon-tats. Our installations
are hygienic and minimally invasive. Once you try
augmented lenses, you’ll never go back to regular
eyes.

Private glider lessons for a good price. I have over a
decade of recreational glider experience and full
certification. Contact fujiriko@MTI.mars.edu for
details.

Exposure suit cleaning services. Quick service and low
price. Other laundry too, of course. Call in at Red’s
Laundry, B-Section, across from the Banks monument.

Tonight is 2-for-1 night at Recking Bar! We have new
stock from Moorcock Breweries and it’s going to get
crazy! Find us east of the Green Belt.

Gravball league needs players and teams. A group of
us are interested in starting a league next month to
find the best gravball players in Banks. Contact
gravball@banksrec.mars


